Evidence suggests that cognitive capacity predicts the ability to benefit from specific compression release settings in non-linear digital hearing instruments. Previous studies have investigated the predictive value of various cognitive tests in relation to aided speech recognition in noise using compression release settings that have been experienced for a certain period. However, the predictive value of cognitive tests with new settings, to which the user has not had the opportunity to become accustomed, has not been studied. In the present study, we compare the predictive values of two cognitive tests, reading span and letter monitoring, in relation to aided speech recognition in noise for 32 habitual hearing instrument users using new compression release settings. We found that reading span was a strong predictor of speech recognition in noise with new compression release settings. This result generalizes previous findings for experienced test settings to new test settings, for both speech recognition in noise tests used in the present study, Hagerman sentences and HINT. Letter monitoring, on the other hand, was not found to be a strong predictor of speech recognition in noise with new compression release settings.
R ecent papers in audiology and related disciplines have reflected an increased interest in the role of cognition in hearing (Pichora-Fuller and Singh, 2006) . Processing a message in noisy environments is always demanding, irrespective of the individual's sensory acuity. Therefore, explicit cognitive resources are required to (a) retrospectively resolve ambiguities of previous speech elements during a dialogue and also to (b) construct expectations of prospective exchanges in the dialogue. The general aim of this paper is to pursue an analysis of the contribution of explicit, higher order cognitive functions to the recognition of poorly specified speech signals.
In terms of cognitive processing, a well-specified speech signal is generally decoded without the engagement of conscious processes. This is denoted implicit processing. A poorly specified signal, on the other hand, often requires the engagement of conscious cognitive processes to be understood, hence the term explicit processing (Rönnberg, 2003a) . Speech signals can be poorly specified in a number of different ways. For a deaf person, for example, the speech signal loses its auditory component and becomes purely visual. Visual features such as lip movements do not uniquely specify speech sounds (e.g. Summerfield, 1987) . For a person fitted with a cochlear implant (CI), the auditory component is present but degraded (e.g. Lyxell et al, 1996) .
When the speech signal is purely visual -as in speechreading -it has been repeatedly found that explicit tests of cognitive functions such as complex working memory (i.e., reading span) and verbal inference-making tests (i.e., sentence completion tasks) predict sentence-based speech understanding , 1992 . When the signal is audiovisual -as in CI-mediated speech understanding -again explicit tests of complex storage and processing functions in working memory appear to provide important information about the cognitive prerequisites for speech understanding Lyxell et al, 1996) . In both the above two examples, the quality of the signal is compromised in relation to a clear and audible speech presentation.
The extensive body of studies on lipreading, speechreading and speech understanding conducted at our laboratory, including around 1000 participants, has revealed a small set of cases of extremely skilled speechreaders, belonging to the top five of the whole sample. This set of cases of (visual or visualtactile) speechreading demonstrates that the importance of higher-order complex storage and processing functions is invariant across communicative forms and habits, irrespective of age of onset of hearing impairment. These higher order, explicit and individually well-developed functions are combined with an individual threshold which sets the limit for what can implicitly be extracted from the speech signal (Rönnberg et al, 1998) . The existence of such a threshold is presumed to be due to the efficiency of visual, phonetic and lexically supported perception being constrained by visual-neural and lexical access speed, as well as by the quality of phonological representations and the speed with which they are accessed (Pichora-Fuller, 2003; Andersson, 2001 ). Thus, we have shown in this series of case studies of extreme speech understanding skill (Lyxell, 1994 [the case of SJ, visual strategy]; Rönnberg, 1993 [the case of GS, visual-tactile strategy]; Rönnberg et al, 1999 [the case of MM, sign-speech bilingual background]) that individual performances on implicit parameters are generally on par with the control group. However, what really seems to account for their extreme communicative skills are their highly capacious, explicit storage and processing functions in working memory. This value of explicit functions is generalizable to both children (e.g. Lyxell and Holmberg, 2000) and adults (Rönnberg et al, 2000 ; but see Andersson and Lidestam, 2005 , for the case of AA). Rönnberg (2003a) formulated a more dynamic view of the interplay between implicit and explicit functions in language understanding. With a poor specification of the speech signal, a general mismatch mechanism is assumed to come into operation. The perceived signal is matched with long term memory representations phonologically and semantically. When a match occurs, lexical access proceeds smoothly and implicitly. When a mismatch between input and stored representations is present, a mismatch signal is produced in the system, calling for explicit processing and storage resources. The mismatch function will determine the ratio between implicit and explicit functions during speech understanding, and a highly capacious explicit, working memory function is assumed to contribute to the ease with which language is understood (a working memory system for Ease of Language Understanding [ELU], Rönnberg, 2003a) .
A next logical step in the study of cognition in hearing, would be to assess whether explicit cognitive processing in persons with hearing impairment, measured by tests of complex working memory function, contributes to processing of speech in noise mediated by hearing instruments. In particular, we focus not on impoverished signals per se, but on signal processing in the presence of noise. One of the first "existence proofs" of a contribution of cognitive function in hearing impaired individuals to different amplification algorithms during signalin-noise processing was demonstrated for cognitive functions assessed by a letter monitoring test and for benefit scores using the Four Alternative Auditory Feature Test (FAAF; Foster and Haggard, 1987) while comparing the potential benefit of fast Wide Dynamic Range Compression (WDRC) amplification settings with slow Automatic Volume Control (AVC) in noises with a temporal envelope (Gatehouse et al, 2003) . The results suggest that a cognitively skilled person could better utilize the temporal dips in the noise to uncover the signal. The importance of relevant cognitive skills was again demonstrated by Lunner and Sundewall-Thorén (this issue) where the benefit of fast over slow compression release settings showed a high association between speech recognition in noise and cognitive function assessed by the letter monitoring test.
In a related vein, Lunner (2003) found direct evidence to suggest a relatively robust correlation (r = -.61) between per-formance on the reading span test (Daneman and Carpenter, 1980; Rönnberg et al, 1989) and aided speech recognition in noise for sentences from the Hagerman test (Hagerman and Kinnefors, 1995) . The negative value of the correlation reflects the fact that while better performance on the reading span test results in a higher score, better performance on the Hagerman test results in a lower score in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) measured in dB. colleagues (2003, 2006) , Lunner (2003) and Lunner and Sundewall-Thorén (this issue) all computed correlations between speech recognition in noise performance and performance on cognitive tests after the participants had experience of the particular hearing instrument compression release settings used during testing.
In order to obtain a more complete picture of the role of cognition in hearing instrument use, it is important to examine the relationship between explicit cognitive processing and speech recognition in noise with new hearing instrument settings, before the users have become accustomed to them. Ultimately, this may lead to the development of reliable clinical tests of cognitive capacity that can be administered in connection with hearing instrument fitting to enhance quality assurance.
In the present study, we investigate how cognitive skill is related to the ability of hearing impaired persons to recognize speech in noise with new hearing instrument settings. We use the two cognitive tests used previously to investigate cognitive contributions to speech recognition, the letter monitoring test and the reading span test, to determine which is the better predictor of speech recognition in noise with new hearing instrument settings.
The letter monitoring test (Gatehouse et al, 2003; Knutsson et al, 1991) and the reading span test (Daneman and Carpenter, 1980; Rönnberg et al, 1989) both tap cognitive capacity but analytically address different components of cognitive processing. The letter monitoring test requires identification of lexical items of the form Consonant-VowelConsonant (CVC) in a continuous stream of presented letters. This procedure demands the memory capacity to store three letters, the phonological ability to combine three letters into a CVC item and the linguistic ability to determine whether the CVC item is stored in the lexicon. These steps can be performed serially. The reading span test, on the other hand, is based on semantic judgments of sentences and their subsequent recall, and requires parallel processing and storage. This procedure demands the memory capacity to store a number of words, the semantic ability to determine whether they combine to form a meaningful sentence and the additional memory capacity to store an increasing number of sentences while the first two processing steps continue. Thus, while the letter monitoring test taps memory capacity, phonological ability and lexical access serially, the reading span test is more clearly a dual task, tapping memory storage capacity and semantic processing abilities in parallel.
Beyond the empirical demonstrations, relatively little is known at this stage as to the nature of the cognitive functions involved in speech recognition under taxing conditions. However, Rönnberg's ELU framework (Rönnberg, 2003a) predicts that more explicit processing, particularly in the form operationalized by the reading span test, will be required with new hearing instrument settings, than with settings of which experience has been gained. This is because with a new hearing instrument setting, the probability of a mismatch signal is increased. In this paper, we investigate whether the predictive power of the reading span test and the letter monitoring test in relation to speech recognition in noise with experienced settings can be generalized to new settings and the relative predictive power of these two tests.
Two different tests of speech recognition in noise are used in the study to investigate possible generalizations across type of test, the Hagerman sentences (Hagerman and Kinnefors, 1995; cf. Lunner, 2003) and a Swedish version of the Hearing in Noise Test (HINT, Hällgren et al, 2006) . Both these tests involve determining SNR required for recognizing sentences of similar length. However, they differ both as regards the nature of the sentences used and the way in which they are scored.
The Hagerman sentences constitute a speech in noise recognition test that is well established in Sweden. The HINT sentences represent a new paradigm that has recently been introduced in Sweden based on a test developed in the US. The Hagerman sentences have a stereotyped structure. They all consist of five words, each representing a different word class, in the following order: proper noun, verb, number, adjective and plural noun. The number of words within each word class is restricted to 10 items. In other words, the Hagerman sentences are constrained and thus predictable. The HINT sentences are varied in length, structure and content. They consist of between three and seven words, word class order is not predictable and neither is the semantic content of the words. Thus, there is no upper limit on the number of sentences acceptable within the HINT paradigm. In other words, the HINT sentences are highly unconstrained and thus less predictable. The HINT sentences have been developed to provide a more ecologically valid test of speech recognition in noise. They are considered to be more ecologically valid precisely because of their naturalistic variation which distinguishes them from the Hagerman sentences. On the other hand, they are low on internal context because none of the constituent words predicts the semantic content of any of the following words. It is likely that the lack of constraint in the form and content of the HINT sentences and their consequent unpredictability may make speech recognition in noise harder than with the Hagerman sentences. Similarly, different types of noise may interfere differently with recognition of the different sentence types.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
T he methods and data reported here represent a subset from a wider experiment aimed at studying the role of cognition in aided speech recognition in noise. The subset reported here refers to the role of cognition in aided speech recognition in noise with new compression release settings.
Participants
Thirty-two hearing impaired participants (20 women and 12 men) with mild to moderate sensorineural hearing loss took part in the study. The participants were chosen from the patient population at the Linköping University Hospital and were invited to participate by letter. All gave their informed consent. The mean age of the participants was 70.3 years (SD = 7.7) and pure tone average hearing threshold across the frequencies 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz, 3000 Hz, 4000 Hz, and 6000 Hz (PTA7) was 46.0 dB (SD = 6.5) for both ears. All participants were habitual hearing instrument users; that is, they had used their hearing instruments for at least six hours a day and for at least one year.
The study was powered to detect a within-subject between-fitting difference of 0.5 dB on the mean scores across conditions on the speech recognition test described subsequently for p< 0.05 at 80% power. This required at least 23 complete data sets.
The study was approved by the regional ethics committee and all testing took place at Linköping University Hospital.
Hearing Instruments
The participants had previously (at least one year before the experiment) been bilaterally fitted and fine-tuned with behind-the-ear or in-the-ear digital two-channel, nonlinear signal processing hearing instruments, Oticon Digifocus 2. The instruments had the ASA2 fitting rationale (Elberling, 1996; Lunner et al, 1997; Schum, 1996) , which means an attack time of 20 ms and a release time of 80 ms in the low frequency, and attack time of 10 ms and a release time of 320 ms in the high frequency channels. Hearing aid output was at the time of fitting verified by real-ear measurements. Thus, because own well-fitted hearing aids were utilized, no further fine-tuning was necessary prior to the experiment. In this experiment, the only setting that was manipulated experimentally was the release time of the compression; release time was either fast or slow. Theoretically attack time settings can also be manipu-lated, but this was not done in the present study. Altering time constants affects the dynamic behaviour of the hearing instrument. Slow release time gives quasi-linear amplification, which preserves syllable characteristics to a high degree; whereas fast release gives nonlinear amplification which results in syllabic compression and thus a somewhat distorted sound at syllable level (see e.g. Dillon, 2001 ). In the present study, speed of attack (10 ms) was held constant while speed of release was either fast, i.e. 40 ms in both the low frequency and high frequency channels, or slow, i.e. 640 ms in both channels.
Cognitive Tests
Reading span. In the reading span test (Rönnberg, 1990) sentences are presented word by word on a computer screen. After each sentence, the participant is instructed to determine whether the sentence is reasonable or not. Half the sentences are nonsense sentences e.g. "The horse sang loudly" and half the sentences are reasonable e.g. "The girl played on the beach". After a number of sentences have been presented, the participant is asked to recall a particular word that occurred in each of the sentences presented, either the first word or the last word, in serial order. The experimenter records the number of words correctly recalled in any order. This procedure is repeated with increasing numbers of sentences. First three sets of three sentences are presented, followed by three sets of four sentences, followed by three sets of five sentences and three sets of six sentences. Thus, there are 54 sentences in all. The participant's reading span score is the aggregated number of words correctly recalled across all sentences in the test and thus the maximum possible score is 54.
Letter monitoring. In the letter monitoring test (Gatehouse et al, 2003; Knutson et al., 1991) letters are presented individually in sequence on a computer screen for one second each. The letters are alternately consonants and vowels and some of the consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) sequences form words. The task of the participant is to press a button each time one of the presented letters forms the final letter in a valid CVC sequence. A new Swedish version of the letter monitoring test was developed specially for the present study in order to carefully control the cognitive components tapped by the test. In order to control level of familiarity, the target words were common Swedish words chosen from the Swedish Academy Word List (http://spraakdata.gu.se/saol/) with similar frequency levels according to published corpus material (http://spraakbanken.gu.se). In order to control for material dependence, two different letter sequences were used and half the participants performed the test with one sequence and the other participants performed the test with the other. Each sequence contained 15 CVC targets randomly spaced. Responses were recorded automatically and a score was calculated for each participant based on rate of valid button presses minus the rate of invalid button presses according to the following formula:
(w/y)-(x/(z-y)) Where w = valid button presses x = invalid button presses y = number of targets in list z = number of letters in list
Speech Recognition Tests
Hagerman sentences (Hagerman and Kinnefors, 1995) . This test is based on a set of sentences which consist of five words each, for example, "Ann had five red boxes." The sentences are prerecorded by a female speaker and are presented in randomized order for each participant in the presence of noise. For each sentence, the participant is instructed to repeat as many of the words as possible. The experimenter records the number of correct words repeated on a computer terminal. On the basis of this score the SNR is automatically adapted on the basis of an algorithm (Brand, 2000) to determine the SNRs required for 50% and 80% levels of performance respectively. The 80% level of performance has previously proved to be most sensitive to cognitive capacity (Lunner, 2003) and we therefore chose to report this level in the present study.
HINT (Hällgren et al, 2006) . This test is based on a set of sentences which consist of three to seven words, for example, "The old man read a book" and "She got shampoo in her eyes". The sentences are prerecorded by a female speaker and are presented in randomized order for each participant in the presence of noise. For each sentence, the participant is instructed to repeat as many of the words as possible. The experimenter records the number of correct words repeated on a computer terminal. An automatic adaptive up-down procedure determines the SNR. The first sentence in each trial is presented below threshold (-8 dB SNR) and is increased by 2 dB steps until the whole sentence is correctly repeated. The following sentences in the list are presented once each, with presentation level dependent on the result of the previous response. Sentence presentation levels are reduced by 2 dB after a correct response and increased by 2 dB after an incorrect response. Scoring is based on correctly reported whole sentences.
Noise
During the speech recognition tests, the speech signal is held constant at the level of 65 dB, and SNR is adjusted by varying the level of background noise. Background noise is either unmodulated or modulated. The unmodulated speechweighted noises have the same long-term average speech spectrum as their respective sentence material, Hagerman and HINT. The modulated noise, on the other hand, is generated according to different principles for the two sentence types. Generally speaking, noise modulation is designed to simulate conversational interference during speech recognition. In the present study, the degree of conversational interference is manipulated by generating modulated noise in different ways. For the Hagerman sentences, the modulated noise is the fully modulated noise as used by Hagerman (2002) . This means that the speech and noise are locked to each other before editing, which involves smoothing the noise at the splices, resulting in the same local SNR for any specific word in all lists. This avoids different overall levels of difficulty for different lists of Hagerman sentences. The modulated noise used with the Hagerman sentences is based on speech produced by one person and thus represents the degree of interference attributable to a single speaker. This modulated noise has the same long-term average spectrum as the speech material, Hagerman sentences. Regarding the Swedish HINT sentences, no dedicated modulated noise was available so the two-talker modulated noise from the ICRA-CD (ICRA-track 6; Dreschler et al, 2001 ) was chosen. The ICRA-6 noise does not have the same long-term average speech spectrum as the HINT sentences; the high-frequency range (above 2 kHz) for the ICRA-6 noise is a few dB above that of the HINT sentences. The modulated noise used with the HINT sentences is based on speech produced by two speakers and thus represents the degree of interference attributable to up to two speakers. This means that the modulated noise used with the HINT sentences can be experienced as more cognitively demanding.
Test Administration
Participants were tested in three sessions held on three separate days, each one week apart. In session one, background data was recorded, PTA7 measured and the reading span test administered. In session two, speech recognition was tested, and in session three the letter monitoring test was administered. When testing took place, the hearing instrument settings that were manipulated experimentally were new to the participants. In other words, they had not had the opportunity to become accustomed to the settings.
The two speech recognition tests were administered with fast and slow release times and in modulated and unmodulated noise. Order of conditions was randomized. Testing took place in a soundisolated chamber. The equipment in the chamber comprised a loudspeaker and a chair. The subjects were seated one meter in front of the loudspeaker (Tannoy System 800). PC equipment outside the chamber generated the acoustic signal via a 16-bit soundcard (Analog Devices SoundMax, HINT sentences) or through a CD player 288 followed by attenuators (Tucker-Davis PA-4 System 2, Hagerman sentences) and an audiometer (Interacoustics AC40) which was fed into a power amplifier (Rotel RB-03) and the loudspeaker.
Data Analysis
Test data was preprocessed as described under the various tests. For two out of the total of 128 individual scores on the Hagerman sentences, the slope of the individual performance curve between the 50% and 80% levels of performance was less than 2%, indicating test failure, perhaps due to fatigue. These scores were excluded. This accounts for the differences in n and degrees of freedom for some of the results reported. ANOVAs were computed for each sentence type to analyze speech recognition in noise with two types of noise and two compression release settings. Correlations were computed to identify the extent to which cognitive processing components tapped by the two cognitive tests, reading span and letter monitoring are involved in speech recognition under the various conditions. Where significant correlations were found, partial correlations were computed to control for the effects of PTA7 and age. Previous work has shown that patterns of aided hearing understanding under various conditions may differ for groups with different cognitive capacity (Gatehouse et al, 2003; Lunner, 2003) . In view of this, we also computed ANOVAs for speech recognition with a betweengroups factor based on median split of the participants for a) reading span performance and b) letter monitoring performance.
Results

Cognitive Tests
Reading span. The average aggregate reading span score was 23.8 (SD = 5.8). This level is similar to that shown using the same test for the experimental group in the study by Lunner (2003) .
Letter monitoring. The average score for letter monitoring was 0.4 (SD = 0.3). There was no significant difference in performance levels between the two lists, indicating that performance is not material-specific on this newly developed version of the test.
Speech Recognition
Mean SNR (SD) for the various conditions is shown in Table 1 .
Hagerman sentences. Performance was better with modulated noise than with unmodulated noise (F(1, 28) = 20.4, MSE = 2.4, p < 0.001). ANOVAs including cognitive grouping as a between-subjects factor showed an interaction between hearing instrument setting and cognitive grouping (F(1, 28) = 4.7, MSE = 3.3, p < 0.05), revealing a simple main effect of hearing instrument setting for the group that performed worse on the reading span test such that performance was poorer with the fast setting than the slow setting (t(60) = 2.2, p < 0.05). For the group that performed better on the reading span test, no such difference was found. No effect of letter monitoring performance was found.
HINT. Performance was better with unmodulated noise than with modulated noise (F(1, 30) = 43.4, MSE = 0.7, p < 0.001). It should be noted that the effect 
Correlations
There was a significant positive correlation between age and PTA7, as expected, and a strong negative correlation between age and reading span, which is also in line with previous results (Gatehouse et al, 2003 (Gatehouse et al, , 2006 Lunner, 2003; Lunner and Sundewall-Thorén, this issue); see Table 2 . The negative correlation between age and reading span agrees with findings that episodic memory capacity, on which working memory relies, declines with age (Nilsson, 2003) . Reading span also correlated significantly with PTA7 (cf Lunner, 2003) . Although letter monitoring correlated significantly with reading span, this measure did not correlate with either age or PTA7.
Reading span correlated negatively with speech recognition irrespective of hearing instrument setting, sentence type and type of noise; see Table 3 . The correlation coefficient ranged from -0.41 to -0.67. Letter monitoring only correlated with speech recognition of the Hagerman sentences when a hearing instrument was used with a slow setting; see Table 3 .
The correlation coefficient with modulated noise was -0.36, and with unmodulated noise it was -0.41.
Partial correlations between reading span and speech recognition were computed, controlling for PTA7, and age and PTA7 respectively. When PTA7 was controlled for, all but one of the correlations still held good; see Table 4 . When both PTA7 and age were controlled for, only one more of the correlations lapsed, despite the fact that age is strongly correlated with reading span (r = -0.65); see Table 2 .
DISCUSSION
R eading span predicted speech recognition performance under all conditions: irrespective of hearing instrument setting, type of noise and speech recognition in noise test, Hagerman sentences and HINT. This finding is in line with previous results which have shown the reading span test to be a good predictor of aided speech recognition in noise with experienced compression release settings (Lunner, 2003) and generalizes them to new settings; in other words, settings to which the user has not had the opportunity to become accustomed. Thus, aided speech recognition in noise with new compression release settings, along with aided speech recognition in noise with experienced compression release settings, can be added to the list of language processing abilities that are predicted by reading span. This list includes abilities such as reading comprehension (Daneman and Carpenter, 1980) , primary school achievement (Gathercole et al, 2004) , the ability to follow a telephone conversation after cochlear implantation , speechreading (Rönnberg, 2003a (Rönnberg, , 2003b and visual-tactile speech recognition (Rönnberg, 1993) . It is interesting to note that some of the correlations found in the present study for new compression release settings are stronger than those found previously between aided speech recognition in noise with experienced compression release settings and reading span (cf Lunner, 2003) . Although strong conclusions cannot be drawn from this observation, it fits in with the prediction of the ELU framework (Rönnberg, 2003a ) that more explicit cognitive processing should be involved in aided speech recognition in noise with new compression release settings than with experienced settings, reflected in stronger correlations with cognitive tests that tap explicit functions.
Reading span held good as a predictor of performance on the Hagerman sentences with hearing instruments when PTA7 was partialed out of the correlation. To some extent, the correlation held good when both PTA7 and age were partialed out, even though there was a significant correlation between age and reading span. This strongly suggests that the simultaneous storage and semantic processing capacity tapped by the reading span test is a key factor in unlocking the meaning of this type of sentence presented in noise with the assistance of a hearing instrument, irrespective of hearing loss, and, to some extent, age.
For the HINT sentences, with their more diverse form, reading span was also a good predictor across the board. This suggests that speech recognition in noise with HINT also taxes simultaneous storage and processing, even though they, unlike the Hagerman sentences, are not characterized by predictability and low ecological validity. The only exception to this rule was when release time was fast and noise modulated when corrections are made for PTA7 and age. The combination of fast compression release times and modulated noise has been identified as a particularly taxing speech recognition condition (Lunner and SundewallThorén, this issue) . One possible interpretation of the lack of significant correlation between reading span performance and HINT performance with fast release and modulated noise is that this condition is simply so taxing that greater cognitive capacity is of little benefit. This interpretation of the results can be further supported by the fact that different types of modulated noise are used for the two types of test. The modulated noise used with the HINT sentences, based on two speakers, can be experienced as more difficult, and thus more cognitively taxing than the noise used with the Hagerman sentences, based on one speaker. However, generally speaking, reading span is also a good predictor of HINT, indicating that the predictive power of the reading span test may be generalized to the more ecologically valid HINT test. The other cognitive test included in the study, letter monitoring, did not show the same consistent pattern of strong correlation with aided speech recognition in noise as reading span. Although performance on the letter monitoring test correlated significantly with performance on the reading span test, it did so only relatively weakly, suggesting that the two tests are not tapping exactly the same cognitive functions. The letter monitoring test is a serial task that taps working memory capacity, phonological ability and lexical access. The reading span test is a dual task, tapping parallel memory storage capacity and semantic processing abilities. Performance on the letter monitoring test correlated significantly, and then only weakly, with performance on the Hagerman sentences with a slow release time. This shows that the version of the letter monitoring test used in the present study is not a good predictor of speech recognition in noise for a clinical population with new compression release settings. This finding complements previous results which have shown a predictive value of letter monitoring in relation to aided speech recognition in noise with compression release settings that the participants are used to, and suggests that testing letter monitoring ability in connection with hearing instrument fitting may not assure quality of fitting in the same way as testing reading span.
However, there may be other reasons why letter monitoring has proved to be less predictive in the present study. A new Swedish version of the letter monitoring test was developed for use in the present study with careful attention to frequency levels of targets. This descriptive detail has not been published in previous studies. It may be the case that versions of the letter monitoring test used previously are less carefully controlled on this point, resulting in greater cognitive load involved in adjudicating borderline cases of lexical decision. It should also be taken into consideration that this is the first time, to our knowledge, that a Swedish version of the letter monitoring test has been used. English (Gatehouse, 2006) and Danish (Lunner, 2003; Lunner and Sundewall-Thorén, this issue) versions have been used in previous studies and it is possible that the cognitive load involved in carrying out the test varies between languages. In either case, greater cognitive load would necessitate the engagement of parallel cognitive processes more similar to those involved in solving the reading span test than the more serial and phonological elements of the test which come to the fore when lexical decision is more clearcut. However, as the letter monitoring test is simple to administer in clinical situations, future work should focus on identifying the features of earlier versions of the test that have made them good predictors of speech recognition in noise.
In the present study, we found that, with unmodulated noise, performance on speech recognition in noise was superior for the Hagerman sentences compared to HINT. As the unmodulated noise used in the present study was generated according to the same principles for both speech recognition tests, and was thus comparable across tests, this result reflects the way in which the differences in form and content of the two types of sentences affect performance.
The modulated noise used in the present study differed for the two speech recognition tests. The two-talker ICRA noise used with HINT is deemed to be more cognitively taxing than the singletalker fully modulated noise used with the Hagerman sentences. Indeed, for HINT, speech recognition was more disrupted by modulated noise than unmodulated noise, while for the Hagerman sen-tences, the effect was the opposite. Noise modulation, which is designed to simulate conversational interference in speech recognition, results in noise level variation throughout testing which means that while some words may be obscured by noise, other words can be clearly perceived. The results in the present study, showing that performance on HINT was poorer than performance on the Hagerman sentences can be explained in terms of differences in the modulated noise. This difference is probably enhanced by the unpredictability of HINT.
Previous work has shown that cognitive skills are a major factor in aided speech recognition in noise and this is confirmed by the reading span correlations in the present study. When our experimental group was split on the basis of the two cognitive tests, interesting interactions were found with speech recognition that further our knowledge of the contribution of specific cognitive factors to speech recognition in noise. The subgroup that performed weakly on the letter monitoring test also performed more weakly on speech recognition with HINT with the slow setting. One of the key aspects of the letter monitoring test is phonological analysis. The slow hearing instrument setting gives less distortion of the speech signal than the fast setting thus allowing better opportunities for phonological analysis. Thus, we may be seeing the effect of poor phonological abilities affecting both letter monitoring and speech recognition with a slow hearing instrument setting. Further, this effect is only found for the more ecological HINT sentences which have greater phonological variation.
The subgroup that performed weakly on the reading span test also performed more weakly on speech recognition with the Hagerman sentences with the fast setting. The key aspect of reading span is parallel storage and semantic processing. When simultaneous storage and processing abilities are low, as indicated by poor performance on the reading span test, the ability to cope with a fast hearing instrument setting is also low for the Hagerman sentences. The Hagerman sentences are characterized by their low level of internal sentence context, which means that understanding these sentences in noise places extra demands on semantic processing at sentence level, which in turn demands parallel storage of individual items. When the hearing instrument setting is fast, the speech signal is distorted, which places further strain on semantic processing. Thus, reading span is a particularly good predictor of speech recognition in noise with the Hagerman sentences with a fast hearing instrument setting. This finding is supported by the correlation pattern and fits in with the theoretical model presented by Rönnberg (2003a) which predicts that explicit processing capacity, as measured by reading span, comes into play under particularly taxing conditions for language understanding.
CONCLUSION
T he main finding of the present study is the robustness of the correlation patterns between reading span and aided speech recognition in noise for hearing impaired, habitual hearing instrument users with new compression release settings. This applies irrespective of hearing instrument setting, type of noise and speech recognition in noise test, Hagerman sentences and HINT. This demonstrates, once again, the role of explicit cognitive processing and storage in unlocking a poorly specified speech signal. More specifically, it suggests that the explicit cognitive processing and storage previously found to be associated with aided speech recognition in noise with experienced settings generalizes to new settings. This finding is in line with the ELU framework (Rönnberg, 2003a) .
We have also found that the letter monitoring test does not have the same predictive value as regards aided speech recognition in noise with new settings as has previously been found with experienced settings. However, this may be due to the fact that the new version of the test used in the present study does not tap cognitive load to the same extent as versions used in previous studies.
An overall appraisal of the results regarding performance in unmodulated noise suggests that the HINT test taxes phonological processing abilities in a way that the Hagerman sentences do not. This is probably due to lack of constraints on sentence structure associated with ecological validity. Further, reading span predicts performance on HINT as well as performance on the Hagerman sentences, even though HINT, unlike the Hagerman sentences, is not characterized by predictability and low ecological validity. In keeping with Hällgren and colleagues (2006) we suggest that HINT may be a more clinically relevant test due to its ecological validity. By implication, the reading span test is potentially clinically relevant, both because of its predictive value in relation to HINT, and because of its general potency as a predictor of speech recognition in noise.
Finally, when the group was split on the basis of letter monitoring, an interaction was obtained with hearing instrument setting for HINT sentences, suggesting that letter monitoring may have predictive value particularly in relation to HINT. However, the overall evaluation of the letter monitoring test as a potential cognitive predictor must await further studies.
